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Sammanfattning 
Platinautvinning är antagligen en av the farligaste gruvindustrierna. På följd av det har 
gruvmaskiner som Slotborer utvecklats för att göra utvinningsprocessen säkrare. Slotborern är ett 
ganska nytt koncept och har problem med vibrationer i borrsträngen när den blir längre.  

Den här rapporten föreslår fyra koncept för att dämpa/stabilisera dessa vibrationer och ett av 
dessa koncept var sedan vidare utvecklat efter en evaluering. Det koncept som vidareutvecklats 
använder sig av massdämpare för att dämpa/stabilisera borrsträngen. Massdämparna är justerbara 
vilket gör dem effektiva över ett större frekvensområde. Några mätvärden från riktiga borrningar 
var analyserade och analytiska och matematiska modeller var utvecklade att ha ett liknande 
beteende som det från mätningarna. Modellerna var sedan utvidgade och massdämparna var 
implementerade in i modellerna för att analysera deras effekt på systemet. När de analytiska 
modellerna för massdämparna vara klara nog, började konstruktions- och dimensioneringsarbetet 
av projektet. Dämparen/stabilisatorn var från början konstruerad för att direkt dämpa vibrationer 
på 2 – 5 Hz, men på grund av väldigt höga spänningar i massdämparna var frekvensspannet 
ändrat till 3,5 – 6-7 Hz. Ingen verifiering genom empiriska studier var gjorda men några bra 
analytiska resultat åstadkoms.  
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Abstract 
Platinum excavation is probably one of the most dangerous mining businesses. Because of that 
machines like the Slotborer has been developed to make the excavation process much safer. The 
Slotborer is a pretty new concept and has problems with oscillations in the drill string when it 
gets extended.  

This paper suggests four concepts for dampening/stabilizing these oscillations and one of these 
concepts was then further developed after an evaluation. The further developed concept uses 
mass dampers to dampen/stabilize the drill string. The mass dampers are adjustable making them 
effective for a wider range of frequencies. Some measurements from actual drilling operations 
was analyzed and analytical and mathematical models were developed to have a similar behavior 
of that from the measurements. The models was then extended and the mass dampers was 
applied into the models to analyze their impact of the system. When the analytical models for the 
mass dampers where done enough, the construction and dimensioning of the project took place. 
The damper/stabilizer was initially design to directly dampen oscillations between 2 – 5 Hz, but 
due to very high stresses in the mass dampers the dampening frequency span was changed to 3,5 
– 6,7 Hz. No verification through empirical studies was made but some good analytical results of 
damping was achieved.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

A Area (m2)  

a Height of a weld (mm) 

B Magnetic flux (T) 

C/c Damping (Ns/m) 

dm Mean diameter of a bolt (m) 

E Young’s modulus (Pa) 

F  Force (N) 

fn Natural frequency (Hz) 

fwuk Ultimate strength of electrode (MPa) 

g Gravitational acceleration (m/s2) 

I/i  Electrical current (A) 

I Inertia (m4) 

k Spring stiffness (N/m) 

L/l Length (m) 

leff Effective length of a weld (m) 

Mb Bending moment (Nm) 

m  Mass (kg) 

N/n Number (amount) 

P Point mass/force (N) 

Q Evenly distributed mass (N) 

R/r Radius (m) 

t Time (s) 

t Thickness (m) 

U Stored energy (J) 

u Gear ratio (1) 

V Volume (m3) 

V Voltage (V) 

v Velocity (m/s) 

W Work (W) 

Wb Section modulus (m3) 

q/w Evenly distributed mass (N/m) 
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α Ratio (1) 

α Angle (°) 

β Angle (°) 

β Ratio (1) 

βw Material constant of welding material (1) 

δ Deformation/Deflection (m) 

Φ Eigenvector (1) 

γM2 Safety factor (1) 

η Efficiency (1) 

µ Coefficient of friction (1) 

µ0 Magnetic permeability (H) 

ρ Density (kg/m3) 

σ Nominal/bending stress (MPa) 

τ Shear stress (MPa) 

Ω/ω Rotational velocity (rad/s) 

ξ Damping ratio (1) 

  

Abbreviations 
AMB Active Magnetic Bearing 

BHA Bottom Hole Assembly 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

FBD Free Body Diagram 

FRF Frequency Response Function 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

HMB Hybrid Magnetic Bearing 

IBS Internal Blade Stabilizer 

MTMD Multiple Tuned Mass Damper 

ODE Ordinary Differential Equation 

PMB Passive Magnetic Bearing 

SDOF Single Degree of Freedom 

TMD Tuned Mass Damper 

WBS1 Work Breakdown Structure 

WBS2 Welded Blade Stabilizer 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This section will briefly describe the background of how it is operating today and the existing 
problem. It will also describe the purpose of this paper, delimitation as well as method for facing 
the existing problem.  

1.1 Background 
Platinum is found deep underground and most of the world's resources of platinum ore is found 
in South Africa. The shape of Platinum findings can be compared to the shape of the seating area 
of a football stadium or the shape of a saucer. It is oval, the inner findings are located deeper 
down from the surface than the outer findings with an angle of 0 - 22 degrees from the center of 
the oval and is about 0,5 - 1,2 m thick. In order to optimize the excavation for platinum, mining 
equipment like the Slotborer has been developed. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

The Slotborer is able to concentrate its excavation to where the platinum is found by drilling 
overlapping holes into the rock with an angle of 0 - 22° with respect to the horizon. The drill is 
being pushed forward while rotating to crush the rock into flake shaped pieces. The drill bit is 
connected to a motor on the vehicle with drill pipes. Several drill pipes (1-20) are connected with 
threads to extend the drill string and therefore be able to reach deeper. Its main purpose is to 
transfer force and torque through the rock and to transport rock/ore out from the drilled hole. The 
drill pipes are 1100 mm long (active length of 1000 mm and 100 mm thread that’s screwed into 
the next drill pipe), 508 mm in diameter and weighs about 535 kg. Due to instability issues, 
when a couple of drill pipes are connected, bending occurs. When the drill then gets pushed 
through the rock, large bending oscillations appear. Oscillations have been measured to be about 
±80 - 90 mm in radial direction when 14 pipes (14 m) were connected, which could be a problem 
for its durability and accuracy. The Slotborer can be seen in figure 1 below. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 
2018) 

 

Figure 1, A CAD rendering of the Slotborer (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

It should be noted that there are a lot of procedures that has to be made before entering the 
drilled hole due to the risk of collapse which can take several hours. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 
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1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to propose several concepts that can dampen/stabilize the sequence 
of drill pipes and one of the concepts will be developed in detail in order to avoid premature 
failure and ensure the accuracy of the drill direction. The aim is to develop a concept that’s 
placed on or around the drill string and is should dampen most of the vibrations while being as 
simple as possible.  

1.3 Delimitations 
This project presents several concepts with relevant calculations and dimensioning in order to 
select the concept of most interest, according to the costumer, the employer and the author. That 
concept has been further developed in detail and analyzed with respect to durability, function, 
stresses, deformations and strength.  

The project does not include the following: 

• Documentation for manufacturing 

• Economy or specific material data 

• Life time assessment 

• Analytical calculations of oscillations 

• Added or alternated parts of the already existing model/prototype 

• Thorough calculations of stresses, deformations, durability and strength of existing 
model/prototype, even if the new concept might cause obvious problems considering the 
mentioned delimitations 

All calculations are based on measurements from actual drilling and/or assumptions.  

1.4 Method 
The project has been broken down into a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS1), which can be seen 
in figure 2 below, to clearly state the deliverables of this project. The project is divided up in 
four main stages Project planning, Concept generation, Concept development and 
Documentation. 

 
Figure 2, the Work Breakdown Structure of the Project 
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Measurements taken of the oscillatory behaviour of the Slotborer during drilling operations will 
be analysed, and together with existing restrictions a list of requirements will be made. A 
background study will also be made in order to investigate existing solutions for stabilizing and 
damping. From this several concepts will be proposed and briefly investigated. The concepts will 
then be analysed and compared with a Pugh’s matrix. One of the concepts, that has been chosen 
by the author, employer and customer together, will be developed further into detail using i.e. 
FEA, CAD, and solid mechanics analysis. The results will be documented in a technical report 
and presented at an event open for the public.  
 

 
Figure 3, Flow chart of the method 

The project has 9 gates that all have deliverables that follows this method parallel, which can be 
seen in figure 4 with descriptions and specifications in table 1.  

 
Figure 4, stage gate flow chart 

 

Table 1, Description of gates and their deliverables and Output 

Gate Gate description Deliverable Output 
0 Start up with Svea 

Teknik 
- Preliminary plan 

1 Problem Description Problem description 
done and accepted by 
employer, customer 
and supervisor 

Project plan, goals 

2 Planning Report Hand in planning 
report and present it 
orally 

Continue according 
to plan with concept 
generation 

3 Concept Proposals Propose a couple of 
concepts for Epiroc 

Concept evaluation 

4 Present Concepts Present the proposed 
concepts to Epiroc 

Decision of which 
concept to develop in 
detail 

5 Detailed Concept 
Development 

Final concept Documentation of 
final Concept and 
approval from Epiroc 
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6 Present Thesis Presentation of 
Thesis 

Oral feedback 

7 Get thesis Approved Make final 
adjustment and go 
through feedback 
from opposition 
report 

Final report 

8 Hand In Thesis Final version of final 
thesis handed in 

Master Thesis 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The following section contains any information needed to support the concepts that is not seen as 
basic knowledge in mechanical engineering. 

2.1 Damping and Stabilising Methods 
There are a lot of ways to stabilize an oscillating system and many of them take advantage of the 
same type of physical principles. 

2.1.1 Shock absorbers 
Shock absorbers or better called dampers turn kinetic energy into heat and therefore consumes 
unwanted energy. They principally consists of a spring, a cylinder filled with a fluid and a piston. 
The components are mounted parallel to each other. When the spring gets compressed or 
decompresses, the piston moves alongside the spring through the cylinder and the fluid in the 
cylinder gets forced through tiny holes in the piston working as a resistance. This resistance is 
what’s turning the kinetic energy into heat. Shock absorbers with oil as a medium can get very 
warm under harsh conditions since the oil is kept within the damper, whereas pneumatic shock 
absorbers releases the hot air into the surrounding air. (Clemens, 2018) 

2.1.2 Tuned Mass Dampers 

Tuned mass dampers (TMD) dampens oscillations caused by harmonic motion. A TMD consists 
of a spring, mass and a damper. By attaching a TMD to a structure, the dynamic response can be 
reduced by tuning the damper to a specific frequency which will make the damper to Oscillate 
out of phase and therefore stabilize the structure as well as consume energy. Mass dampers can 
be designed in different ways and the most common types are linear e.g. they’re moving in one 
dimension, and pendulum TMDs. Multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMD) have been analyzed 
for buildings where several TMDs are used for different modes of the structure in order to 
dampen the structure further. (Jerome Connor, 2014), (Grzymisławska, 2009), (Vibratec, 2018) 

In an example from the book ‘Structural motion engineering’ the TMD is describes as a two 
mass system illustrated in figure 4 below.  

 

Figure 5, Illustration of a SDOF-TMD system, (Jerome Connor, 2014) 

The subscript d refers to the TMD. For the idealized SDOF-TMD system in figure 5 the 
following equations are introduced 

𝜔𝜔2 = 𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚

,      (1) 

𝑐𝑐 = 2ξ𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔,      (2) 
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𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑
2 = 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑

𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑
,      (3) 

𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 = 2ξ𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑     (4) 

And 

𝜔𝜔 = 𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑
𝑚𝑚

      (5) 

Where ω and ωd are natural frequencies, c and cd are damping coefficients, ξ and ξd are damping 
ratios and 𝜔𝜔 is the mass ratio. The equations of motion for the primary mass is given by  

(1 + 𝜔𝜔)�̈�𝑢 + 2ξ𝜔𝜔�̇�𝑢 + 𝜔𝜔2𝑢𝑢 = 𝑃𝑃
𝑚𝑚
−𝜔𝜔�̈�𝑢𝑑𝑑    (6) 

And for the tuned mass 

�̈�𝑢𝑑𝑑 + 2ξ𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑�̇�𝑢𝑑𝑑 + 𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑
2𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑 = −�̈�𝑢.    (7) 

As mentioned before, the purpose of adding a TMD is to limit the movement of the structure for 
specific harmonic motions. In order to design a TMD md, kd and cd should be chosen to an 
optimal quantity but a near optimal approximation for the frequency of the damper is, 

𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 = 𝜔𝜔      (8) 

Which also correlate to the fundamental harmonic motion. From eq. (1) and (3) the combined 
stiffness is  

𝑘𝑘𝜔𝜔 = 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑 .      (9) 

When the structure is affected by a periodic excitation, 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃′sin (Ω𝑡𝑡)      (10) 

The structures response is, 

𝑢𝑢 = ûsin (Ω𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿1)      (11) 

𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑 = û𝑑𝑑sin (Ω𝑡𝑡 + 𝛿𝛿1 + 𝛿𝛿2)     (12) 

Where û is the displacement amplitude and δ is the phase shift. The critical harmonic motion 
would be ω = Ω and has the solution,  

û = 𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚�

1

1+�2ξ𝑚𝑚+
1
2ξ𝑑𝑑

�
2      (13) 

û𝑑𝑑 = 1
2ξ𝑑𝑑

û       (14) 

tan(𝛿𝛿1) = − �2ξ
𝑚𝑚

+ 1
2ξ𝑑𝑑
�     (15) 

tan(𝛿𝛿2) = −𝜋𝜋
2
       (16) 
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Note that the mass dampers response will be 90° out of phase with respect to the primary mass. 
(Jerome Connor, 2014) 

2.1.3 Drilling Stabilizers 
Especially when drilling for oil or natural gas drilling stabilizers are used in the bottom hole 
assembly (BHA). Their main purpose is to stabilize the drilling operation by reducing vibrations, 
control hole deviation, reduce the risk of differential sticking and to ream out doglegs and 
keyseats. There are several types of drilling stabilizers like Integral Blade Stabilizers (IBS), 
Welded Blade Stabilizers (WBS2), Sleeve Type Stabilizers, Clamp-on Stabilizers and Non-
Rotating Stabilizers but all of them look pretty much the same with some alterations. Most of 
them have a right hand spiral and are made of some high-strength alloy steel. The IBS are made 
in one piece whereas the blades of the WBS2s are welded. They both have 3-4 blades but the 
WBS2s are made in three different designs, straight, straight-offset and spiral design. Sleeve type 
stabilizers and clamp-on stabilizers are both types where the blades are mounted onto the 
stabilizer body. The sleeve type stabilizers are mounted with a thread whereas clamp-on 
stabilizers are clamped on the outside of the stabilizer body. The non-rotating stabilizers have a 
sleeve, that’s usually made out of rubber, on the outside of the stabilizing body that allows the 
mandrel and the sleeve to rotate independently from each other. All mentioned stabilizers can be 
seen in figure 6 below. (Choudhary, 2011), (LiMAR Oil tools, u.d.) 

 

Figure 6, Different Drilling Stabilizers, 1. IBS, 2.a. WBS2, Spiral blade, 2.b. WBS2, Straight 
blade, 2.c. WBS2, Straight blade (offset), 3.a. sleeve type stabilizer assembled, 3.b. sleeve type 

stabilizer in exploded view, 4.a. clamp-on stabilizer sleeve and 4.b. stabilizer body, 5. Non-
rotating stabilizer (Choudhary, 2011), (LiMAR Oil tools, u.d.) 

2.1.4 Magnetic bearings 
There are three main types of magnetic bearings namely, passive magnetic bearing (PMB), 
active magnetic bearing (AMB) and hybrid magnetic bearing (HMB). (Covão, 2008) 

The PMB either take advantage of the repelling or the attracting forces from permanent magnets 
by putting two or more magnets on the repelled/attracted piece. Since they consists of permanent 
magnets they are considered to be economical, reliable and practical. A big disadvantage is that 
these bearings are very sensitive to instability since there is no way for the permanent magnets to 
stabilize the system. (Covão, 2008) 
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The AMB uses electrical magnets or High Temperature Super Conductors (HTSC) to create a 
magnetic flux. They also need sensors for monitoring the air gap between the bearing and the 
shaft. These bearings are very good for high precision performance since they can alter the 
magnetic flux around the shaft to make sure it is always centered and in balance. There is a down 
side using these bearings because of the electrical currents needed to provide the magnetic flux 
there are also a lot of energy losses. In some applications when the magnetic force or flux needs 
to be very high there might be a need for a cooling system. (Covão, 2008), (G, 2006) 

The HMB has the advantages of both types by combining these two techniques making them 
more stable and energy efficient. The HMB got the precision of an AMB and the practical and 
economical design of a PMB. (Covão, 2008) 

When designing a magnetic bearing of any type they have a lot of limitations in common. The 
Magnetic flux and the magnetic force decreases rapidly when moving away from the source. 
Most magnetic bearings have no more the about 1mm of air gap. How the magnetic flux 
decreases with distance can be described with Ampere’s law and Biot-Savart’s law. When 
considering a solenoid the magnetic flux is very dense inside the solenoid whereas the magnetic 
flux along the perpendicular direction of the solenoid is almost canceled out. The magnetic flux 
inside the solenoid can be described using eq. 17 below, 

𝐵𝐵0 = 𝜇𝜇0𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑁𝑁
𝐿𝐿

,       (17) 

Where i is the electric current, µ0 is the permeability, N is the number of loops in a solenoid and 
L is the length of the solenoid. The magnetic flux along the z-axis (see figure 7) outside of the 
solenoid can be described using Biot-Savart’s law. Note that the magnetic flux along the z-axis is 
the only direction where none of the flux is canceled out due to symmetry. So the magnetic flux 
along the z-axis can be described as  

𝐵𝐵(𝑧𝑧) = 𝜇𝜇0
4𝜋𝜋

𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅2

2(𝑅𝑅2+𝑧𝑧2)
3
2
,      (18) 

Where R is the radius of the loop and z is the distance from the solenoid. (Darryn Schneider, 
2006) 

 

Figure 7, The magnetic flux of a solenoid, (Darryn Schneider, 2006) 

The magnetic force on a ferromagnetic body generated by a charge field energy in the air gap as 
a function of distance, the magnetic force BA (where A is the area of the solenoid) remains 
constant for small displacements dz. When the air gap increases with dz the volume of the air 
gap V = 2zA as well as the energy W increases with dW. The attracting force from the magnet 
has to be overcome by the energy W 

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧

= 𝐵𝐵2𝐴𝐴
𝜇𝜇0

.     (19) 
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When the magnetic flux is proportional to the magnetic field and the electrical current is below 
the saturation current, the magnetic force as a function of the coils geometry, current and air gap 
can be described as 

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 = (𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖)2𝜇𝜇0𝐴𝐴
2𝑧𝑧2

.      (20) 

In figure 8 below the magnetic force and magnetic flux is shown as a function of distance from 
the source using Ampere’s law and Biot-Savart’s law using µ0 = 4π*10-7 , i = 10A, N = 1000, A = 
π*10-1 m2, R = 0,1m and L = 0,3m.  

 

Figure 8, the left plot shows the magnetic force and the right plot the magnetic flux 

2.2 Excavation Process 
The Slotborers drill consists of drill pipes, a pilot drill followed by a main drill which is also 
called the reamer. The drill pipes weights 535 kg, are 1100mm long and 508 mm in diameter and 
are connected to each other with threads. As many as 20 drill pipes can be connected in series 
and they are connected together with a robot. Its main purposes are to transfer force from the 
vehicle as well as transferring ore/rock (muck) back through the pipes into a container which 
further transports the muck onto a conveyor belt. The pilot drill drills a primary hole with a 
smaller diameter to keep the path of the drill as straight as possible. While the pilot drill is 
operating, high pressured air flows out of nozzles to help cooling and to remove excavated rock. 
The reamer, with a diameter of about 1,5 m, follows the path of the pilot drill and excavates the 
main part of the ore/rock. The reamer is fed into the rock with a force between 1,0 - 1,5 MN 
under normal conditions, but it’s able to be fed with forces up to 2,0 MN if needed, and thereby 
crushes the rock into flakes. Vertical and horizontal hydraulic pistons holds the vehicle stable 
and in place while the drilling operation is active. A big vacuum machine of 0,5 MW sucks out 
the muck through the drill bit and through the drill pipes. The drilled holes are overlapping, as 
can be seen in the picture below, into the sides of the tunnel with an angle of 0 - 22° in respect to 
the horizon and can be up to 20m deep. For safety reasons the holes are restricted and there can 
therefore not be too many overlapping holes in a row nor can they be deeper than 20 m. (Epiroc 
Sweden AB, 2018) 
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Figure 9, A CAD Model of the Slotborer (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

A principle sketch of the drilling is shown in figure 11 below. 

 
Figure 10, A Principle CAD Model of the Drilling (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

The aforementioned specifics are compiled in table 2 below. 

Table 2, Excavation specifics (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

Feeding force 1,0 - 1,5 MN (Max 2,0 MN) 

Drilling depth 20 m 

Range of drilling angle 0 - 22° (with respect to the horizon) 

Diameter of reamer 1,5 m 

Diameter of drill pipe 508 mm 

Drill pipe length (with threads) 1000 mm (1100 mm) 

Drill pipe weight 535 kg 

2.3 Geometries 
Mining vehicles are usually very restricted by size and especially height which always has to be 
considered in all the design steps. This also affects the sizes of the tunnels in which the mining 
vehicles are working in as well as the excavation holes.  
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2.3.1 Hole dimensions 
The patterns and sizes of the drilled holes ,as can be seen below, is an optimization of an 
compromise between excavated platinum ore (B), platinum ore left behind (G), excavated ore (F) 
and spacing between the center of the holes (C). The Diameter of one hole Is about 1500 mm and 
are up to 20 m deep which equals a little bit more than 35m^3 per hole. It should be noted that 
the first hole will be fully cylindrical while the following holes in the same sequence will have a 
discontinuing cylindrical geometry as can be seen in the figure below.  
Depending on the height of the findings which usually is in the range of 0,5m - 1,2m the distance 
between the holes are altered, but one would also have to consider unmined ore to distance 
between holes ratio. Of course does more holes result in more excavated material but also more 
time and energy consumed. In the table and figure below different spacing between the holes and 
different cutter head diameters show the difference in extracted ore. Different spacing might give 
different oscillations of the drill sequence. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

 
Figure 11, Illustration of Different Excavation Profiles (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 
Table 3, Differences of Dimensions of Drilled Holes (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

 
2.3.2 Tunnel Dimensions 
The tunnel in which the slot borer operates have to be big enough for it to drive through without 
hitting any obstacles as well as being able to alter its drilling angle between 0 - 22 degrees. The 
width of the tunnel is roughly 4,5 - 5,0 m, the height on the drilling side is about 4,25 - 4,5 m 
high when the drilling angle is 22 degrees. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

2.3.3 Vehicle Dimensions 
The vehicle consists of three main parts jointed together. The front part is where the operator 
cabin, drill pipe magazine and service unit is, in the middle is where the drill unit is which is also 
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called derrick unit, and the rear is where the power unit is located. Dimensions are given in 
figure 13 and 14 below. (Epiroc Sweden AB, 2018) 

 
Figure 12, Vehicle dimensions 

2.4 Load Cases and Bending Frequencies 
The drill string can be described as a simplified model in order to understand the principle of the 
load case it’s being affected of in a better way. The drill pipes can be considered as a solid 
hollow cylinder with a uniform mass that’s being fixed in one end while the other end is 
supported by the reamer with one degree of freedom or as a simple supported beam with a 
uniform mass distribution over it. Figure 13 below illustrates the first example with equations 
and figure 14 the second example including point loads.  

 
Figure 13, Principle model of the bending case with fixed ends, (Sundström, 2010). 
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Figure 14, Principle model of a uniform load on a simply supported beam and point loads, 

(Anon., 2018) 

Vibration 
Shafts and beams of different shapes will oscillate in the same way as a string on a musical 
instrument oscillates. Each shaft and beam will have a natural frequency no matter the 
configuration, that’s dependent on mass distribution and stiffness. When a shaft oscillates it will 
go between potential and kinetic energy i.e. when the shaft reaches its end position (v=0) the 
shaft will have potential energy stored in itself from compression and strain within the 
longitudinal layers of the shaft. The same principle can be used when the shaft is has its 
maximum velocity the potential energy will be zero. So if considering a shaft that’s supported at 
each end is being pushed down by a point force one can plot the force over the deflection making 
the area under the graph the stored energy as can be seen in figure 15.  

 
Figure 15, principle of shaft affected by a point mass and a force-deflection plot (Dunn, 2018) 

This stored energy would be  
𝑈𝑈 = 𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚

2
.      (21) 

If now considering the shafts own mass that is evenly distributed as w [N/m]. By dividing the 
shaft into infinite small sections ∆x at distance x, giving each section the weight w∆x [N] and 
would contribute to the stored energy according to equation 21,  

∆𝑈𝑈 = 𝑤𝑤∆𝑥𝑥𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚
2

.       (22) 
Then considering simple calculus this would mean that the total stored energy could be written 
as, 

𝑈𝑈 = 𝑤𝑤
2 ∫𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑.     (23) 
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Taking energy into consideration and the deflection/amplitude as a sine function sinωt, we can 
also derive the kinetic energy as, 

∆𝐾𝐾 = 𝑤𝑤∆𝑥𝑥
2𝑔𝑔

(𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡)2     (24)  

And,  
𝐾𝐾 = 𝑤𝑤

2𝑔𝑔
(𝜔𝜔𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡)2 ∫ 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚

2 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑     (25) 

Where 𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡 is the velocity. When the shaft have its maximum kinetic energy the cosine 
term equals 1 and would have as much energy as in the case with maximum potential energy. 
With that said the frequency of the oscillation can be written as,  

𝜔𝜔2 = 𝑔𝑔∫𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥

∫𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚
2 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥

      (26) 

And, 
𝑓𝑓 = 𝜔𝜔

2𝜋𝜋
.      (27) 

For a simply supported shaft as can be seen in figure 16, the solutions are, 
𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 = 𝑤𝑤

24𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
[2𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑3 − 𝑑𝑑4 − 𝑙𝑙3𝑑𝑑]     (28) 

𝑓𝑓 = 𝜋𝜋
2
𝑛𝑛2�𝑔𝑔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙4
      (29) 

Where n is the mode and must be an integer of 1, 2, 3 …and for the shaft with fixed ends also 
seen in figure 16 the lowest critical speed is,  

𝑓𝑓 = 3.562�𝑔𝑔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙4

     (30) 

And the higher critical speeds are,  

  𝑓𝑓 = 𝜋𝜋
2
�𝑛𝑛 + 1

2
�
2
�𝑔𝑔𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑤𝑤𝑙𝑙4

     (31) 

Where n = 2, 3, 4 ... (Dunn, 2018) 

 
Figure 16, simply supported shaft and a shaft with fixed support. (Dunn, 2018) 

2.5 Fast Fourier Transform 
A fast way of describing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is that it can transform any oscillating 
vector signal into a vector describing the signals amplitudes and frequencies.  

Another way of describing it would be if a function with any frequency would to be plotted over 
some time. That function is then wrapped around 0 in a circle in a complex plane with a real X-
axis and an imaginary Y-axis with any frequency. It is important to notice now that when the 
signal has been plotted in a circle around the origin in a complex plane we now have to 
frequencies. The frequency of the signal itself and the frequency in which the signal is being 
wrapped around with in the complex plane in cycles per second. By altering the frequency of 
which the signal is being wrapped around in a circle and at the same time calculating the position 
for the centre of mass of the signal the frequency of the signal can be found along the X-axis. 
The centre of mass is calculated with the function  
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𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 = 1
𝑡𝑡2−𝑡𝑡1

∫ 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒−2𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡1
𝑡𝑡2

     (32) 

Where Cm, g(t), f,  and t is the centre of mass, the signal, the winding frequency and the time step 
respectively. This function only describes the centre of mass. The FFT function  

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 = ∫ 𝑔𝑔(𝑡𝑡)𝑒𝑒−2𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖𝜋𝜋𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡1
𝑡𝑡2

     (33) 

Is almost the same function as eq. 32, except that it’s not divided over the measured time for the 
signal. This ofcourse amplifies the frequencies from the signal which makes the easier to see.  

 The figure below shows the plot of the original signal, the plot in the complex plane and the plot 
of the center of mass as a function over frequency.  

 
Figure 17, an illustration of how a fast Fourier transform is performed (But what is the Fourier 

Transform? A visual introduction., 2015) 

The plot in the top of figure 17 is the original signal consisting of 2 frequencies, 2 Hz and 3 Hz. 
The bottom left is that signal wrapped around 0 in a circle and the top in the middle marks the 
centre of mass when the signal is wrapped around with a frequency of 3 cycles per second. The 
bottom right plot show the centre of mass as a function of the frequency in which the signal is 
being wrapped around with in the complex plane. As the winding frequency gets higher, the 
centre of mass stabilizes.  

2.6 Transfer Functions 
Transfer function is a way of solving differential equations by first doing a Laplace transform of 
the function. The transfer function shows a flow of the signal as an input and output. One way to 
represent the transfer function is as the figure below.  

 
Figure 18, a flow chart illustrating a transfer function 
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Above the arrows in the figure above we have the representation of the time depending original 
functions, and below and as well as in the box the Laplace s depending functions. G(s) is the 
transfer function, H(s) or h(t) the input and X(s) or x(t) the output. The transfer function is the 
ratio of the output as X(s) and the input as H(s). When the transfer function is found it is easy to 
solve with for example Matlab that has built in functions to solve such functions. (Bryant, 2008) 

2.7 Coulomb Friction 
One way of converting Coulomb friction into the equivalent work consumed by a viscous 
damper is by observing the case in the figure below.  

 

Figure 19, a model for Coulomb friction, (Stutts, 2009) 

The Coulomb friction consumes W=4FfX for each cycle. Comparing that with what a viscous 
damper consumes for the same EOM we get,  

𝑊𝑊 = 4𝐹𝐹𝜋𝜋𝑋𝑋 = 𝜋𝜋𝐶𝐶𝜔𝜔𝑋𝑋2      (34) 

And from that we can estimate the equivalent viscous damping as,  

𝐶𝐶 = 4𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔𝜋𝜋

.      (35) 

Not that the EOM for the viscously damped case is, 

𝑀𝑀�̈�𝑋 + 𝐶𝐶�̇�𝑋 + 𝐾𝐾𝑋𝑋 = 𝐹𝐹0𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡     (36) 

And the steady state magnitude can be written as, 

|𝑋𝑋| = 𝐹𝐹0
�(𝐾𝐾−𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔2)2+𝐶𝐶2𝜔𝜔2     (37) 

And with eq. 35 into eq. 37 we get, 

|𝑋𝑋| =
�𝐹𝐹02−�

4𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝜋𝜋 �

2

𝐾𝐾−𝑀𝑀𝜔𝜔2 = 𝐹𝐹0
𝐾𝐾

�1−�
4𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹0

�
2

1−� 𝜔𝜔
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛

�
2 .     (38) 

Note that the amplitude grows ωωn which it doesn’t for the case of viscous damping. Also for 
real solutions,  

4𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓
𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹0

≤ 1.      (39) 

(Stutts, 2009) 
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3 Implementation 

In the following chapter is the oscillatory behavior of the drilling process analyzed and there 
after simulations and mathematical models made to resemble the physical system. A couple of 
concepts are briefly presented and after an evaluation one of the concepts gets further developed. 

3.1 Oscillatory behavior 
There could be several reasons for the oscillations when drilling i.e. rotational speed, 
even/uneven hardness of the rock, bending while rotating, bending by feeding pressure and 
more. They could of course also be in combination. These are all assumptions one has to take at 
this point. The measurements of the drilling operations has therefore been analyzed to be able to 
make reasonable assumptions and mathematical models.  

3.1.1 Measurements of the Oscillatory behavior 
Actual measurements were taken at a test site in Örebro. Measurements were taken by installing 
a fixture with gap measuring sensors at the centre position in reference to its drilling direction. 
Since the sensors couldn’t be moved during the drilling operation, the fixture was moved to the 
centre when another drill pipe was connected. The measurements started at 9 drill pipes and was 
divided and separated until 19 drill pipes were connected. The figure below illustrates how the 
measurements were taken. 

 
Figure 20, an illustration of how the measurements were taken 

Since the sensors were measuring on the outside of the drill pipes the measurements had to be 
processed after to compensate for the error due to the cylindrical shape and get the actual 
amplitudes of the vibrations in Y- and X- direction as well as total amplitude. This was done 
with the following functions, 

𝑐𝑐 = �𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥2 + 𝐵𝐵𝑦𝑦2 ,     (40) 

𝑑𝑑 = 𝑐𝑐
2
,       (41) 

𝑦𝑦 = √𝑅𝑅2 − 𝑑𝑑2 ,     (42) 

𝑋𝑋 = −�𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 + 𝑥𝑥(𝐵𝐵𝑥𝑥−𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥)
𝑐𝑐

− 𝑦𝑦 �𝐵𝐵𝑦𝑦−𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦�
𝑐𝑐

�,    (43) 

𝑌𝑌 = −�𝑥𝑥�𝐵𝐵𝑦𝑦−𝐴𝐴𝑦𝑦�
𝑐𝑐

− 𝑦𝑦 (𝐵𝐵 𝑥𝑥−𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥)
𝑐𝑐

�,    (44) 
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Where A and B are the measurements taken from sensor A and B respectively, R is the radius of 
the drill pipe and X and Y are the measured offset in x and y direction. Note that A only has an x 
component and B only has a Y component making Ay and Bx zero and are only included to make 
the symmetry easier to be understood. 

 

 The measurements were plotted and analysed with different tools by importing the raw data 
from an Excel document into a Matlab code.  

When looking at the processed measurements one cannot determine any specific patterns 
directly. All of the measurements seemed to be oscillating around different amplitudes and was 
therefore all normalized around the X-axis using the MATLAB function detrend which 
automatically normalizes a vector by dividing it with its mean value. These measurements were 
also derivated numerically with eq. 45 and eq. 46, 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡

=
𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−2
𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛+1−𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−2

+𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+2−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−1𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛+2−𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−1
2

,     (45) 

𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥2

𝑑𝑑2𝑡𝑡
=

𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+2−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−1
𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛+2−𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−1

−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛+1−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−2𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛+1−𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−2
𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛+2−𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛−3

2
,     (46) 

To be able to assume dimensioning forces. To be able to distinguish the vibrational frequencies 
from the measurements they were all simply analysed with an inbuilt FFT function in MATLAB. 
The figure below illustrates the oscillations, its derivations and FFT. 

 

Figure 21, Measurements and numerical derivations when drilling with 9 pipes connected 
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Figure 22, Measurements and numerical derivations when drilling with 19 pipes connected 

 

Figure 23 FFT of the measurements when drilling with 9 and 19 pipes 

As the diagrams clearly shows is that there is a big difference in amplitude when comparing 
drilling with 9 and 19 pipes. There are some things that should be noted when observing the 
diagrams. The measurements when drilling with both 9 and 19 pipes were divided into several 
measurements. There are some parts, i.e. end of 192, where the amplitude seems to get enhanced 
in the beginning and towards the end of the signal. This is due to the outer geometry of the drill 
pipes. Because of the fluctuating measurements even though they have been normalized around 
0 parts of the measurements of the total amplitude for each case has been chosen when the signal 
seems stable and the feeding pressure is at max and almost constant. When the feeding pressure 
was at max it is also known that the rotational speed was about 32rpm. When drilling with 9 
pipes the first 60 seconds were analysed with FFT and when drilling with 19 pipes between 40 
and 120 seconds. The signals were also filtered with a low pass filter using the Matlab filter 
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design tool “fdesign.lowpass”. All the frequencies between 0 – 5 Hz was let trough and from 5 – 
40 Hz the signal was dampened. The signal is only correct for frequencies up to 100 Hz due to 
the Nyquist criterion but since most of the energy is between 2 – 5 Hz much more was filtered 
out. The figure below plots a part of the signal before and after filtering. The FFT were 
transformed back after the FFT to make sure that the signal was still accurate. The numerically 
calculated velocities and accelerations are also just normalized around the X-axis. They are 
therefore not completely accurate but a good approximation enough to make an assumption of 
the forces in the system. (But what is the Fourier Transform? A visual introduction., 2015), 
(Wang, 2012) 

 

Figure 24, Plot of the filtered and unfiltered Signal 

The FFT diagrams clearly shows regions where the frequencies are more pronounced. Between 
about 2,0Hz to 4,8Hz is the range in which most of the oscillations occur. 

 
3.1.2 Mathematical Models 
Due to the complexity of the measured oscillations different models has been made in order to 
approximately match the response of the real system.  

The model for estimating these factors also needs to be considered as an assumed input and will 
be seen as a hollow pipe with an even wall thickness that gives a weight per length of 535kg/m. 
In order to see if there are any clear contributions to the oscillating behavior some of the cases 
will be taken account to.  

The connected pipes in the drill string each weight 535kg each and will contribute to a static 
deformation due to gravitational forces. If considering both cases of a simply supported beam as 
well as a beam with fixed ends we can calculate the deformation as a function of length. When 
the deformation is known, a value for stiffness can be calculated if assuming an area moment of 
inertia I. The area moment of inertia is in this case calculated by assuming that the pipe is evenly 
thick and can be calculated with the following equations,  

𝜔𝜔 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 = (𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 − 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖2)𝜋𝜋𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑉     (47) 

Where m is the mass per meter, V is the volume, ρ is the density of steel, l is the length and ro 

and ri is the outer and inner radius. If solving for ri the thickness then moment of inertia can be 
calculated by,  

�𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜2 −
𝑚𝑚
𝑙𝑙𝜋𝜋𝑙𝑙

= 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖,      (48) 
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𝐼𝐼 ≈ 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟3𝑡𝑡,       (49) 

Where r is the mean radius and t is the thickness. The deformation in the middle of the beam due 
to gravitational forces for a beam with fixed ends is 

𝛿𝛿(1
2
) = 5

384
𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙3

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
      (50) 

Where δ is the deformation, Q is an evenly distributed load per meter and E is young’s modulus. 
For a beam with fixed ends the deformation becomes  

𝛿𝛿 = 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙3

3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝛼𝛼3𝛽𝛽3      (51) 

As can be seen in figure 14. In the case with fixed ends, the load is seen as a point load. To 
determine the stiffness of the system as a spring stiffness one can simply take advantage of 
Hooke’s law 

𝐹𝐹 = 𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑      (52) 

And insert equation (50) and (51) into (52) and solve for the spring stiffness k 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑃𝑃
𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙3
3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝛼𝛼

3𝛽𝛽3
 ,      (53) 

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑄𝑄
5
384

𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙3
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

      (54) 

The figure bellow shows the deformation as a function of length as well as the spring stiffness as 
a function of length for both cases.  

 

Figure 25, Deformation (above) and spring stiffness (below) as a function of length 

When investigating critical rotational speeds for both of the cases above we can use equation 
(25) and (26) which are shown as a function of length in the figure below. When zooming in on 
can see that the lowest critical rotational speeds are 0,724Hz (~43rpm) and 1,642Hz (~99rpm) 
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for the simply supported beam and the beam with fixed ends respectively. Note that the 
maximum rotational speed when drilling is 0,533Hz (32rpm).  

 
Figure 26, Critical rotational speed as a function of length 

The system was also modelled as a spring-mass-damper system to estimate natural frequencies. 
The variable stiffnesses shown in figure 25 was used for this model as well as a reduced stiffness 
to make the SDOF system react in a fairly similar way as the measurements. The reduced 
stiffness was altered so that the natural frequency of the system was the same as the peak 
amplitudes from the FFT in chapter 3.1.1. A damping ratio of 0.002 were also applied here since 
it is used as a common self-damping ratio for steel pipes. The simplified SDOF system is shown 
in figure 27 below.  (Tom Irvine, 2004) 

 

Figure 27, spring-mass-damper model 

The equations of motion (EOM) for the SDOF 

𝜔𝜔1�̈�𝑑1 + 𝐶𝐶1�̇�𝑑1 + 𝐾𝐾1(𝑑𝑑1 − 𝑧𝑧1) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑔𝑔     (55) 

Were substituted into two EOMs of one degree 

𝑑𝑑1̇ = 𝑑𝑑2,       (56) 

𝑑𝑑2̇ = 𝑔𝑔 − �𝐶𝐶1𝑥𝑥2+𝐾𝐾1(𝑥𝑥1−𝑧𝑧1)
𝑚𝑚1

�      (57) 
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And solved with the ordinary differential equation (ODE) solver ODE45 in Matlab. The natural 
frequency was calculated using eq. 1 for a simply supported beam model with and without 
reduced stiffness. The natural frequencies were 4,19 Hz and 14,19 Hz respectively when 9 pipes 
were connected. Table 4 below shows the natural frequencies for different lengths. The figure 
below shows the response of the models when z1 affect the system with half a period of a sine 
function with frequency 14,19 Hz. It clearly shows that the model with reduced stiffness has a 
more accurate response when comparing with the data from the measurements, but it cannot be 
confirmed that the oscillations from the measurements are the systems natural frequency.  

Table 4, Natural frequencies (no adjusted stiffness) 

Nr of pipes connected Natural frequency [Hz] 
9 14,1990 
10 11,5012 
11 9,5051 
12 7,9870 
13 6,8055 
14 5,8680 
15 5,1117 
16 4,4927 
17 3,9797 
18 3,5498 
19 3,1859 
20 2,8753 

 

Figure 28, response of the two different models and measurements taken with 9 pipes connected 

 The longer the pipe gets in the model with no reduced stiffness, the closer it get to the 
frequencies measured and the reducing factor gets smaller for the model with reduced stiffness.  

Another way to see where the system is sensitive is with a frequency response function (FRF). 
This can be done by rewriting eq. 55 as,  

𝜔𝜔1�̈�𝑑1 + 𝐶𝐶1�̇�𝑑1 + 𝐾𝐾1𝑑𝑑1 = 𝜔𝜔1𝑔𝑔 + 𝐾𝐾1𝑧𝑧1 = 𝐹𝐹1    (58) 

And with a Laplace transformation, 

ℒ(𝐹𝐹1) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑐𝑐2 + 𝐶𝐶1𝑐𝑐1 + 𝐾𝐾1𝑐𝑐 = 𝐹𝐹(𝑐𝑐).    (59) 

The transfer function, 
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𝐺𝐺1(𝑐𝑐) = 𝜋𝜋1(𝑠𝑠)
𝐹𝐹(𝑠𝑠)

= 1
𝑚𝑚1𝑠𝑠2+𝐶𝐶1𝑠𝑠1+𝐾𝐾1𝑠𝑠

,     (60) 

Can be used to get a FRF (H(s)) over a specified span of frequencies (ωf) with the Matlab 
function “freqresp”. Below the FRF for the different lengths are shown for the SDOF model. 

 

Figure 29, FRF of the SDOF model 

The same simplified pipe model with an even weight distribution was used to make a model in 
Ansys. The pipe was made in CAD with a length of 20 meters and an axial force of 1,5MN was 
applied as well a standard gravitational acceleration (9,82m/s2) when the pipe was in horizontal 
position. Three different combinations of end supports was analysed. Simply supported at both 
ends (locked in the zy-plane, e.g. only movement in axial direction possible), simply supported 
in one end and one end fixed and both ends fixed. When observing the real system one can 
assume that the reamer and pilot drill probably can could be modelled as fixed and the mount on 
the gearbox as simply supported. Standard gravitational force was applied and a static structural 
analysis was made first followed by a modal- and harmonic response analysis. The frequencies 
and models for the first 2 bending modes for each system can be seen in table 5 and figure 31 
below.  

Table 5, Frequencies of the first two bending modes 

Bending mode Fixed ends Fixed + simply 
supported 

Simply supported 
ends 

1 7,1689 Hz 4,9541 Hz 3,1777 Hz 

2 19,568 Hz 15,935 Hz 12,645 Hz 

The FRF for these setups are shown in figure 30 below. 
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Figure 30, FRFs for the Ansys models 

 
Figure 31, simulation of all mode shapes for the three different setups. From the top: Simply 

supported, semi fixed and fixed ends 

Comparing these natural frequencies with previous models and measurements it is clear that the 
simply supported model corresponds the most to the Matlab model without reduced stiffness. A 
comparison of the shapes of the FRFs for the SDOF model and the Ansys model is shown in 
figure 32 below. The magnitude of the Ansys model has been reduced to fit the SDOF model.  

 

 
Figure 32, FRF for the SDOF and ANSYS model 
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3.2 Concepts 
Several concepts for damping and/or stabilizing the drill string are described in the following 
sections below based on the very simple requirements given in table 6 below. 

Table 6, Some simple requirements for the damper 

Requirement Wish/demand 
Minimize Vibrations D 
Few moving parts W 
Simple design W 
Fit geometrically according to 
given hole and drill pipe 
dimensions 

D 

Robust W 
 

3.2.1 Concept 1 - Scissor support 
The scissor support uses the same principle as the foldable/expandable feature as a scissor lift. 
There are two ball bushings to provide a rolling contact between the frame, in which the links 
will be attached, and the drill pipes. The two frames will be able to move along the drill pipes in 
the same manner as a caterpillar (while another drill pipe is being mounted) by clamping onto 
the drill pipe on one side from the frame and contract, then clamp onto the drill pipe with the 
other frame and expand. This will cause an axial motion along the drill pipes to make sure that it 
is located where it’s needed the most. The links are connected as two scissors with a one by two 
configuration between the frame and the wall support. The wall support consists of a plate with 
the same curvature as the drilled hole where the links are rigidly attached on one side while the 
support on the other side allows for linear motion in the same direction as the drilled hole. This 
motion is accomplished by a rod pulling and pushing between the pins in the middle of the links 
(pins A and B showed with arrows in the figure below) moving in the same way as a simple jack 
for a car. This rod can be pneumatic or a screw with a damper. An assembly of the scissor 
support can be seen in the figure below.  

 
Figure 33, A CAD assembly of the scissor support 

When drilling next to an already drilled hole the open gap between the two neighbouring holes 
will have an open angle of about 74° measured from the centre of the hole being drilled, 
considering the hole dimensions mentioned in chapter 2.3. This will limit the size of the 
supporting plate that’s being pressed onto the wall. If assuming that the rock will only be 
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removed where the reamer passes, there will be room for a supporting plate of 46°, measured 
from the centre of the hole, and therefore avoiding that parts of the plates will not be in touch 
with the rock. The supporting plates can of course be made smaller.  

3.2.2 Concept 2 – Magnetic bearing 
A magnetic bearing would help stabilize the drill string without being in physical contact with it. 
The bearing needs to be very close to the drill pipes to be able to support it enough as can be 
seen in 2.1.4 and since no water is allowed as coolant, the bearing must be designed for an 
electrical current that doesn’t overheat the components. The bearing consists of several coils 
with ferromagnetic cores to stabilize and compensate for movements in the radial direction. 
Sensors around the coils constantly measure the position of the drill pipes and will send a signal 
to the bearing to compensate by attracting the drill pipes into the center of the bearing. The 
magnetic force is regulated by simply regulating the electrical current in the coils.  

3.2.3 Concept 3 – Smart Tuned Mass Damper 
This concept dampens the oscillations without being in contact with anything else but the drill 
assembly. By using rods with adjustable lengths, the natural frequency of the TMDs are 
optimized to dampen and can be adjusted when needed or continuously. The same principle as 
natural frequencies for cantilever beams with end masses is used. Each TMD has a weight at the 
end of the rod which will be optimized in order to dampen as much as possible without getting 
too heavy. Three sets or more of TMDs will be attached around the drill pipes and each set 
consists of two rods facing opposite directions with a weight at the end and a damper.  

3.2.4 Concept 4 – Foldable legs 
This very simple concept consists of 4 supporting arms that can be folded. The design is almost 
the same as one of the stabilizers from Atlas Copco but made foldable. The stabilizer arms are 
supported by a ring that pushes them into place when expanding. When the supporting arms are 
in expanded position the ring locks into position. The stabilizer is attached to one drill pipe and 
slides against the rock along the hole and has bearings to avoid spinning which could cause 
failure if it jams. A very simple illustration is shown below.  

 

Figure 34, a simplified illustration of the concept with foldable legs 
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3.3 Concept Evaluation 
These four concepts was proposed based on the requirements given in table 6. They were 
evaluated mostly with reasoning between Epiroc AB, Svea teknik AB and the author. This was 
mainly due to the fact that none of the concepts were given more time to get analyzed. A simple 
Pugh matrix was made in order to distinguish their weaknesses and strengths. Atlas Copco has 
made a very simple stabilizer which was used as a reference. The reference stabilizer consisted 
of a big heavy metal disc that was mounted on the outside of the drill pipes. The disc restricts the 
drill pipes to oscillate more than the gap in between the disc and rock wall simply by contact. I.e. 
the disc slides and hits the rock and has therefore limited durability. It is very simple and robust 
and does not cost much to manufacture.  

The reasoning over the four concepts was supported by experience and logical thinking. One of 
The advantages but at the same time the disadvantages of the scissor support concept is the 
flexibility. The concept is designed to make it fit better during storage and mounting process. 
The number of links can be adjusted with some advantages and some drawbacks. With a double 
scissor configuration the stabilizer gets shorter but takes up more space contracted state. With a 
single scissor configuration the stabilizer gets longer but takes up less space in radial direction 
when contracted. The fewer links the stabilizer has the longer it can move along the pipes per 
contraction/expansion cycle, and the opposite. A big disadvantage of this concept is the moving 
parts. The harsh environment in a mine almost always makes bearings fail prematurely due to 
contaminants unless special and often expensive precautions are taken to protect them. 

The magnetic bearing concept has the big advantage of not being in contact with the drill pipes at 
all. Although the magnetic force can be very big, this is unfortunately only close to the source of 
the magnetic field. Also the complexity and the electrical power needed for this concept is very 
high. 

The smart TMD also as the big advantage of not having a direct contact between the rock and the 
drill pipes. Its ability to adjust and dampen out chosen frequencies within a frequency span 
makes this an interesting choice. The concepts design is fairly simple which can make the 
manufacturing costs low.  

The last concept with foldable legs is designed to be very simple and robust. It does look a lot 
like drilling stabilizers made by Atlas Copco but has the advantage of being foldable. But then 
also has the problem with moving parts. The legs might also get stuck in the previous hole which 
could cause a big failure of the gearbox/drill pipes or other more expensive and vital 
components.  

The Pugh matrix can be seen below in table 7. 

Table 7, Pugh matrix of the concepts 

 

The 7 criterions are stated in the first row. It should be noted that the implementation criterion 
implies the simplicity of installing the stabilizer without having to make adjustments of the 
Slotborer. Safety while installing and operating with the stabilizer is what the personal safety 
criterion implies.  
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There is not really a big difference when comparing the amount of advantages and disadvantages 
for the foldable legs concept with the reference, making it less interesting. The scissor support 
concept does have an innovative way of moving but due to its many moving parts it was no 
longer of any interest either. The magnetic bearing and the smart TMD were both interesting due 
to the fact that there were no direct contact in between the rock and the drill pipes. But the 
complexity, energy consumption and the short range of the magnetic force made the magnetic 
bearing less interesting too. So Epiroc, Svea Teknik and the Author decided to further develop 
the smart TMD concept. 

3.4 Concept development 
For the reasons stated in the previous chapter, the smart TMD was further developed. The SDOF 
model in chapter 3.1.2 was extended with another mass (that corresponds to the dampening 
masses as one), spring and damper as the figure below shows,  

 
Figure 35, a simplified model of the system 

With the following equations of motion, 

𝑀𝑀�̈�𝑋 + 𝐶𝐶�̇�𝑋 + 𝐾𝐾𝑋𝑋 = 𝑀𝑀𝑔𝑔 + 𝑍𝑍(K+C)     (61) 

Where M, C, K, X and Z are the mass matrix, the damping matrix, the stiffness matrix, the 
position and the disturbing force respectively, written as,  

𝑀𝑀 = �𝜔𝜔1 0
0 𝜔𝜔2

�,      (62) 

𝐶𝐶 =  �
𝑐𝑐1+𝑐𝑐2 −𝑐𝑐2
−𝑐𝑐2 𝑐𝑐2

�,      (63) 

𝐾𝐾 =  �𝑘𝑘1+𝑘𝑘2 −𝑘𝑘2
−𝑘𝑘2 𝑘𝑘2

�,      (64) 

𝑋𝑋 =  �
𝑑𝑑1
𝑑𝑑2�      (65) 

And 

𝑍𝑍 =  �𝑧𝑧10 �.      (65) 

Which can be rewritten as, 

 

�𝜔𝜔1�̈�𝑑1 + 𝑘𝑘1(𝑑𝑑1 − 𝑧𝑧1) − 𝑘𝑘2(𝑑𝑑2 − 𝑑𝑑1) + 𝑐𝑐1(�̇�𝑑1 − �̇�𝑧1) − 𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑑2 − �̇�𝑑1) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑔𝑔
𝜔𝜔2�̈�𝑑2 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝑑𝑑2 − 𝑑𝑑1) + 𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑑2 − �̇�𝑑1) = 𝜔𝜔2𝑔𝑔

. (66) 
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With the substitutions,  

�
�̇�𝑑1 = 𝑑𝑑12

�̇�𝑑12 = 𝑔𝑔 + �𝑘𝑘1(𝑥𝑥1−𝑧𝑧1)−𝑘𝑘2(𝑥𝑥2−𝑥𝑥1)+𝑐𝑐1(�̇�𝑥1−�̇�𝑧1)−𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑥2−�̇�𝑥1)
𝑚𝑚1

�   (67) 

And 

�
�̇�𝑑2 = 𝑑𝑑22

�̇�𝑑22 = 𝑔𝑔 + �𝑘𝑘2(𝑥𝑥2−𝑥𝑥1)+𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑥2−�̇�𝑥1)
𝑚𝑚2

�      (68) 

It becomes four 1st degree ODE which can be solved with Matlabs ODE solver ode45. Due to the 
mass m2 the system now has changed its natural frequency and now got two mode shapes. If the 
system is assumed to be undamped i.e. assume free harmonic motion, the systems eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors can be found by solving the eigenvalue problem,  

det(𝑀𝑀−1𝐾𝐾 − λ𝐼𝐼) = 0 .     (69) 

The roots of the solution is the eigenvalues (natural frequencies) and by using the eigenvalues as 
input, the solutions are the eigenvectors (mode shapes). Different values of the second mass 
makes the model react differently of course and will therefore be calculated once a proper value 
for m2 has been calculated. By rewriting eq. 66 as, 

�𝜔𝜔1�̈�𝑑1 + 𝑘𝑘1𝑑𝑑1 − 𝑘𝑘2(𝑑𝑑2 − 𝑑𝑑1) + 𝑐𝑐1�̇�𝑑1 − 𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑑2 − �̇�𝑑1) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑔𝑔 + 𝑘𝑘1𝑧𝑧1 + 𝑐𝑐1�̇�𝑧1 = 𝐹𝐹1
𝜔𝜔2�̈�𝑑2 + 𝑘𝑘2(𝑑𝑑2 − 𝑑𝑑1) + 𝑐𝑐2(�̇�𝑑2 − �̇�𝑑1) = 𝜔𝜔2𝑔𝑔 = 𝐹𝐹2

  (70) 

And with a Laplace transformation, 

ℒ ��𝐹𝐹1𝐹𝐹2
� = �

[𝜔𝜔1𝑐𝑐2 + (𝑐𝑐1 + 𝑐𝑐2)𝑐𝑐 − (𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2)]𝑋𝑋1(𝑐𝑐) − [𝑐𝑐2𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘2]𝑋𝑋2(𝑐𝑐)
[𝜔𝜔2𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑐𝑐2𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘2]𝑋𝑋2(𝑐𝑐) − [𝑐𝑐2𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘2]𝑋𝑋1(𝑐𝑐)

  (71) 

The transfer function, 

𝐺𝐺1(𝑐𝑐) = 𝜋𝜋1(𝑠𝑠)
𝐹𝐹(𝑠𝑠)

= 𝐺𝐺22(𝑠𝑠)
𝐺𝐺11(𝑠𝑠)𝐺𝐺22(𝑠𝑠)−𝐺𝐺12(𝑠𝑠)𝐺𝐺12(𝑠𝑠),    (72) 

Where G11(s), G12(s) and G22(s) are, 

�
𝐺𝐺11(𝑐𝑐) = 𝜔𝜔1𝑐𝑐2 + (𝑐𝑐1 + 𝑐𝑐2)𝑐𝑐 − (𝑘𝑘1 + 𝑘𝑘2)

𝐺𝐺12(𝑐𝑐) = 𝑐𝑐2𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘2
𝐺𝐺22(𝑐𝑐) = 𝜔𝜔2𝑐𝑐2 + 𝑐𝑐2𝑐𝑐 + 𝑘𝑘2

.     (73) 

The FRF was calculated in the same way as for the SDOF model in chapter 3.1.2 but with 
different values of the second mass, the first mass had the same mass as for 19 drill pipes and the 
damping was set from 0 to 6000Ns/m. To avoid that the volume of the second mass gets too big 
it’s restricted by a maximum length of 200mm and a maximum diameter (considered it’s a 
cylinder) of 150mm. If the mass dampers are made out of steel and there are 4 holders for the 
mass dampers at the most, the maximum total weight of the mass dampers is about 200 kg. For 
the sake of understanding how the system reacts with more weight FRFs for 5 different values of 
m2 between 50 – 250 kg were calculated and are shown below.  
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Figure 36, FRF for the model with different values for m2 and c2  

It seems like when m2 is 150 kg and c2 is 2000Ns/m there is a fairly good ratio between damping 
and mass for the system. The masses of the mass dampers should be able to be exchanged by 
designing the mass damper as a rod with an end mass making the mass dampers easy to replace. 
Since the system seems to get more unstable with more than 150 kg there is no point of going 
beyond that. The calculations will therefore proceed for the case when m2 since this is also the 
worst case considering stresses in the damper.  

The mass damper should ideally have the same natural frequency as the main system. Since the 
model consists of two masses connected with two different spring stiffnesses it has two natural 
frequencies that can be calculated once the stiffnesses and masses are known. This model only 
has an approximate value for the stiffness k1 and the masses m1 and m2 making it impossible to 
solve. But a good approximation for calculating the frequencies is given by eq. 8. Having a good 
approximation for the natural frequency, the dimensions of the mass damper can be set with eq.1 
where,  

𝑘𝑘3 = 3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑙𝑙3

       (74) 

Where l and I is the length and area moment of inertia respectively of the cantilever beam. 
Knowing the natural frequency, mass and the area moment of inertia for a rod is given by, 

𝐼𝐼 = 𝑟𝑟4𝜋𝜋
4

 .      (75) 

To avoid the end masses from hitting the drill pipes and to have some space between the holder 
and the end masses, the length of the rods are limited to be between 100 – 300mm and thus can 
the radius be derived. We then get from eq.1, 

𝜔𝜔 = �𝑘𝑘2
𝑚𝑚2

,      (76) 

Where m2 is the total mass of the mass dampers and k2 is total stiffness for the mass dampers. 

In the same way we calculate the stiffnesses k3 for each cantilever rod as,  
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𝑘𝑘2𝑚𝑚3
𝑚𝑚2

= 𝑘𝑘3,      (77) 

Where m3 is the mass for each mass damper. Together with eq. 70, 71 and 73 we get the radius 
for each cantilever beam as,  

𝑟𝑟 = �4𝑚𝑚2𝜔𝜔2𝑙𝑙3

3𝐸𝐸𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚3

4
.      (78) 

From chapter 3.1.1 the span of the natural frequencies to be dampened can be derived as between 
2 – 5 Hz. By dividing the second mass over 8 mass dampers and assuming the rods are made out 
of steel we get the natural frequencies given in figure 37. 

 

Figure 37, Natural frequency of the mass dampers with different radii 

The rods consists of 19 strands in the same manner as a wire, which is called a messenger cable 
in this case, which can be seen in the figure below. This is to introduce frictional damping into 
the system. To get the same moment area of inertia for one rod as for 19, the radius for one rod 
can be divided by 0,71. (Nitish Kumar Vaja, 2017) 

 

Figure 38, a cross section and a picture of the messenger cable, (KASAP, 2012) 

The bending stresses in the rods are given by,  

𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏 = 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏
𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏

      (79) 

Where Mb are the bending stresses and Wb the section modulus given as,  

𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏 = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟3

4
      (80) 
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For a rod. Stresses and deformation are shown below as a function of radius and length of the 
rod. 

 

Figure 39, Bending stresses and deformations as a function of radius and length 

The Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues can now be calculated by solving eq. 69 assuming that the 
system is undamped i.e. free harmonic motion. When m2 is 150 kg the model has the 
eigenvalues, 

�𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛1 = 3,0723 𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧
𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛2 = 3,4689 𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧     (81) 

And the corresponding normalized eigenvectors,  

�
Φ1 = �0,9411

1,000 �

Φ2 = �−0,1291
1,000 �

.     (82) 

Each rod is connected with two clamps that’s connected to a guided rail. The clamps has a pinion 
rack that’s connected to a gear driven by a motor. The motor adjusts the length of the rods, i.e. 
changes the natural frequency of the mass dampers. This is illustrated in figure 40.  
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Figure 40, the assembly of the adjustable mechanism 

The hole where the rods sticks out there is a sliding bearing. The bearing is PTFE covered due to 
its low frictional coefficient, e.g. steel – PTFE contact has a frictional coefficient of 0.04. The 
torque needed for the motor to be able to adjust the length of the rods can be derived from the 
combined frictional force for the two mass dampers. The frictional maximum frictional force 
assuming PTFE – steel contact is derived from,

 

Figure 41, FBD of the mass damper 

Where P is the end mass force and Ra and Rb are reaction forces given as,  

𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 = 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙1
𝑙𝑙2

      (83) 

And 

𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 = 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏 + 𝑃𝑃,      (84) 

Making the total frictional force from the rods and the clamps to be about,  

𝐹𝐹𝜋𝜋 = (2𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 + 2𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏)𝜇𝜇.      (85) 

The effective radius of the gear rg is 12,5mm and assuming a maximum linear speed needed for 
the rods is v = 0,05m/s, the needed power is,  

 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 = 𝐹𝐹𝜋𝜋𝑣𝑣.      (86) 

From that we can derive the needed torque T and by using an electrical motor we get, 

𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 = 𝑇𝑇𝜔𝜔 = 𝐼𝐼𝑉𝑉η,      (87) 

Where T is the torque, ω is the rotational speed of the gear driving the rods in rad/s, I is the 
electrical current, V is the voltage and η is the efficiency of the motor. Since electrical motors 
usually has a high rotational velocity, it should be connected to a gearbox to enhance the torque 
and reduce the output speed. Preferably a planetary gearbox to save space and weight. If the 
electrical motor has a rotational velocity of ωm and the needed output rotational velocity is ωg 
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and a planetary gearbox with the input shaft connected to the sun gear and the output shaft 
connected to the planetary carrier the gear ratio is, 

𝑢𝑢 = 𝜔𝜔𝑔𝑔

𝜔𝜔𝑚𝑚
= −𝑧𝑧3

𝑧𝑧1
,     (88) 

Where z1 and z3 are the number of teeth for the sun gear and planetary ring gear respectively. 
Note that the planetary gear ring is fixed. The torque gets enhanced by,  

𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇 = 1 − 𝑢𝑢η𝑧𝑧,      (89) 

Where ηz is the efficiency of the planetary gearbox. (KTH, 2008), (simplemotor.com, 2015) 

The motor is powered by a battery and controlled remotely from the vehicle. 

The motor and gearbox is attached to the lid of the holder which has a rubber seal along the 
edge. The lid is attached to the holder with 6 bolts from the top. The holders are welded onto the 
clamp that’s clamped onto the drill pipes.  

 
Figure 42, The a FBD of the assembled holder 

The stresses in the cross section of the holder is the same as of for a rectangular beam. The 
bending stress is given as,  

𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏 = 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏∗𝑒𝑒
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥

,      (90) 

Where Mb is the bending moment derived from the figure above, e is the length from the neutral 
axis to the position where the stresses are to be calculated (which is at the top where the stresses 
are the highest) and Ix is the moment of inertia around the neutral axis given as,  

 𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 𝑏𝑏ℎ3

12
      (91) 

For a rectangular cross section. The shear stress is given as,  

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇
𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡

       (92) 

And is in this case negligible.  

The welds are a bit more exposed to stresses. There is a butt weld around the holder which has to 
take up all the stresses from bending-, torsional- and pulling forces. The figure below illustrates 
the cases for the welds.  
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Figure 43, Stresses in the welds between the holder and the ring clamp 

The stresses must fulfill the Von-Mises criterion,  

�𝜎𝜎⊥2 + 3(𝜏𝜏⊥2 + 𝜏𝜏||
2) ≤ 𝜋𝜋𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

𝛽𝛽𝑤𝑤𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀2
     (93) 

Where, fwuk is the ultimate strength of the weld, βw a Material coefficient for the weld and γM2 a 
safety factor. The stresses due to bending σ⊥ and τ⊥ will affect the weld at the top the most since 
the lower weld is affected by a pushing force hence the top weld will more or less take up all the 
bending stresses given as,  

𝜎𝜎⊥ = 𝜏𝜏⊥ = 𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤
√2𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

     (94) 

Where leff is the effective length of the weld. Eq. 93 also describes the case of pulling which is 
marked as a green arrow in figure 43. Eq. 93 together with the total stress of eq. 94 gives the a-
dimension, 

 

√2𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤𝛽𝛽𝑤𝑤𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀2
𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝜋𝜋𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

≤ 𝑎𝑎.     (95) 

The parallel shear stress is given by,  

𝜏𝜏|| = 𝑇𝑇
2𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

      (96) 

Which is for used for the case of bending and torsional stresses. Eq. 89 and 92 gives together the 
a-dimension as,  

 

√3𝑇𝑇𝛽𝛽𝑤𝑤𝛾𝛾𝑀𝑀2
2𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

≤ 𝑎𝑎.      (97) 

(Olsson, 2014) 

The so called ring clamp is attached to the drill pipes as the assembly of the final concept shows 
below.  
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Figure 44, assembly of the final concept 

The ring clamp consists of two half cylinder shapes that’s connected with a pin at one end and 
two M24 bolts at the other end. The two half cylinders are dimensioned to have a press fit on the 
drill pipes when the bolts are tightened. The pin is considered to only be affected by shear stress 
since the other stresses are much smaller. The press fit is therefore such restricted by the shear 
stress in the pin given by, 

𝜏𝜏 = 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥
𝐴𝐴

.      (94) 

 Or the maximum tightening torque given by,  

𝑀𝑀 = 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
2

� tan𝛼𝛼−𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔′
1+𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔′ tan𝛼𝛼

− 𝜇𝜇𝑔𝑔′
𝐷𝐷
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
�    (95) 

Where, Fmax is the maximum force the bolts are designed for, dm the threads mean diameter, α 
the angle of the thread, D the mean diameter for the head of the nut/bolt contact area against the 
underlying surface and µg’ the frictional coefficient in the threads. (KTH, 2008) 
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4 RESULTS  

Here are a summary of the results and function of this project. There is first a brief physical 
description of the concept followed by some analytical results and calculations to support the 
results.  

4.1 Concept Summary and Function 
The concept consists of 8 mass dampers attached to 4 holder around a ring clamp shown in the 
figure below. 

 

Figure 45, CAD model of the final concept 

The ring clamp consists of two half cylinders attached with a pin on one end and two bolts on the 
other end. The ring clamp is mounted onto the smoother part of the drill pipes. The holders for 
the mass dampers are welded onto the ring clamp assembly with a butt weld. If looking inside 
the holder one can see how the mass dampers are attached to smaller clamps, as can be seen in 
the figure below. These clamps are in their turn connected to a guiding rail that’s attached with 4 
bolts on the inside. The rail is a standard aluminium profile with a steel guiding rail bolted onto 
the profile.  
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Figure 46, inside the holder 

The clamps which holds onto the mass dampers consists of a PTFE covered sliding bearing 
which connects to the rail, an under and over part for the clamp, a pinion rack that both connects 
the two clamps along the same guiding rail as well as is in contact with a gear that can adjust the 
length of the rods sticking out of the holder. All of that is connected with 4 M6 bolts on each 
clamp. The simplicity of the clamps connecting the rods to the holder makes them very easy to 
change when needed.  

To protect what’s inside from particles which can lead to an unnecessary ware of the components 
a lid is mounted on top of the holder with 6 M6 bolts. The lid has a seal with a circular cross 
section attached around the inside top seal it. The motor is mounted onto the lid with its shaft 
going through the lid with a good amount of shaft play. There is a seal between the front of the 
motor and the lid. The motor mounted on the lid can be seen in the figure below. 

 

Figure 47, Motor mounted on the cover of the holder 

The figure above illustrates a stepper motor, but it should be noted that a gear motor also could 
be a good choice for this application. Depending on the motor different battery and setup would 
be used. The battery may be placed on the lid as well or just under the holder. All moving parts 
must be isolated from the surrounding air to avoid dust from the excavation process. On the shaft 
that goes through the lid there is a gear mounted that is in contact with the pinion racks. As can 
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be seen in figure 38 the rods consists of 19 strands. Note that the strands are helically sweeped as 
a wire in the same manner as can be seen in figure 38 and the illustration is just a simplified 
CAD model of the rod. The reason for having many strands is to induce frictional damping into 
the system. The closer the strands are together the more damping each mass damper gets.  

4.2 Result Analysis 
Unfortunately there are no verified models of the oscillatory behavior of the drill string. The 
models that corresponds the best to the measurements are the simply supported pipe with even 
material thickness calculated with Ansys and the mathematical model given by eq. 55 – 60. The 
results are therefore based on those models.  

If looking at the diagrams in figure 36, it was chosen to dimension the mass dampers after the 
total weight of the mass dampers as 150kg. The optimized curve of the damping is shown in the 
figure below.  

 
Figure 48, optimized damping of the mass dampers 

These curves gives an optimized total damping of 3700Ns/m and that gives each messenger 
cable/rod a damping value of 462,5Ns/m. It should be noted that the damping is given as viscous 
damping. The result is plotted together with the mathematical SDOF model as a comparison in 
the figure below.  
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Figure 49, a comparison of the frequency response for the SDOF model and the 2DOF model 

This was also simulated in Ansys with and without damping and the results are plotted in the 
figure below.  

 
Figure 50, Response curves with and without damping made in Ansys 

The simulations was performed with an assembly of the pipe model and an assembly of the mass 
dampers, holders and ring clamps. When damping was applied each mass damper was attached 
to a damper that was globally grounded and each damper had a damping of 462,5Ns/m. An 
internal self-damping coefficient of 0.0002 was also applied in both cases. 

Unfortunately there is an obvious problem with this construction and that is the stresses in the 
rods. When adjusting the mass dampers to give them a natural frequency of 2 Hz there is not a 
good way of combining the radius and length of the rod. In order to avoid too high stresses the 
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radius can’t get too small or to avoid too much deflection the rods can’t get too long either. A 
couple of combinations are shown in the figure below.   

 
Figure 51, Plots of different combinations of radius and length of the rod 

It is clear that there are no good combinations of radius and length of the rod due to limiting 
stresses or deflection. The system is due to this limited to a lowest natural frequency of around 
3,5 Hz if manufacturing the rods of a high strength steel. The mass dampers are therefore meant 
to be easy and quick to change due to its lack of durability. The same figure as above are shown 
below but for a mass damper with 3,5 Hz as its natural frequency.  

 
Figure 52, Plots of different combinations of radius and length of the rod 

The radius of the rods are set to 4,6mm as if they were made as a solid rod. By taking the 
reducing factor for a rod made out of 19 strands mentioned in chapter 3.4 into account this gives 
the messenger cable/rod a radius of 6,5mm. Even though the weight of the messenger cable is 
neglectable it has been taken into account. With a maximum length of 285mm and a minimum 
length of 185mm the mass dampers can be adjusted to have a natural frequency of between 3,5 – 
6,7 Hz which can also be seen in the figure below. 
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Figure 53, Natural frequency of the mass damper as a function of length when r = 4,6mm 

The end mass weights 18,75kg and has the dimensions given in the figure below.  

 
Figure 54, Dimensions of the mass damper 

The dimensions for the mass damper is calculated to have the centre of mass at the end of the 
messenger cable and to have an end mass weight of 18,75kg. The minimum length of the 
messenger cable that’s inside of the holder is 170mm giving it a total length of 455mm to be able 
to have an effective length of 285mm. Note that the length of the messenger cable is not 
according to scale in the figure to save some space. 

With the weights and maximum lengths set we can calculate the needed power for the electrical 
motor to adjust the length of the messenger cables with eq. 83 – 89. The gravitational 
acceleration gives a total frictional force of 255N. Using the gear with an effective radius of 
12,5mm we get a need torque of minimum 3,185Nm and a minimum rotational velocity of 
38,2rpm. This makes a gear motor with an output effect of at least 3,2Nm a good choice. Either 
with a planetary- or a worm gearbox. With a planetary gearbox with a gear ratio of u = 27, we 
would need a motor with a torque of 0,126Nm assuming that the total efficiency is about 90%.  

The bending stresses in the thinnest part of the holder is 36MPa. That is for the worst case of 
bending due to both of the mass dampers and the total weight of the holder of 12kg affected by 
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the maximum acceleration measured to be almost 3,2mm/s2 together with the gravitational 
acceleration and a safety factor of 1,32. In the figure below there is an Ansys analysis with the 
same inputs done. The model has a fixed support to the left, gravitational acceleration and forces 
in the in the same direction from the mass dampers applied in the holes where they are mounted.  

 
Figure 55, Ansys analysis of the holder 

The maximum deformation for the same Ansys analysis is 0,12mm. 

With the same bending moment we get an a-dimension of 7,4mm for the welds between the 
holder and the ring clamp, when assuming the ultimate strength of the electrode as fwuk = 
275MPa, a safety factor γM2 = 1,25, the lowest material factor βw = 0,85 and the effective length 
of 40mm. Different cases and a-dimensions are shown in the table below and in figure 43.  

Table 8, calculated a-dimension for different load cases for the same tolerable stress 

 Stress [MPa] a-dimension [mm] 

Bending 258 7,4 

Torsion 258 >1 

Pulling 258 >1 

 

This was also done for the mass dampers with the same input values. The first two figures below 
shown the deformation and stresses for when the messenger cable is as short as possible. The 
two figures after those shows the deformation and stresses in the messenger cable when it’s as 
long as it can be. 
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Figure 56, Deformation of the mass dampers with messenger cable length of 185mm 

 
Figure 57, Stresses of the mass dampers with messenger cable length of 185mm 

 

 
Figure 58, Deformation of the mass dampers with messenger cable length of 285mm 
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Figure 59, Stresses of the mass dampers with messenger cable length of 285mm 

The gear adjusting the lengths and the pinion rack as well was also analysed and the resulting 
stresses can be seen in the figures below. The gear has a cylindrical support in the centre hole 
and two forces in opposite direction are acting on the teeth on opposite sides of the centre 
derived from eq. 87 and the pinion rack has cylindrical supports in the mounting holes. 

 
Figure 60, Stress analysis made in Ansys for the adjusting gear 

 
Figure 61, Stress analysis made in Ansys for the pinion rack 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter contain a discussion of the results and some conclusions that was able to be taken 
by the author. The discussion is mostly about the reliability of the results and why some 
assumptions was made. The conclusions are made to state the results and point out where more 
work is needed.  

5.1 Discussion 
The initial step of actually proposing some concept was motivated by the requirements given in 
table 6. These requirements was made by the author to have some sort of aim and restrictions. 
The evaluation of the concepts was made during a brief meeting and the concept that was chosen 
to be further developed was chosen simply due to the fact that it didn’t have contact with the 
rock wall and this had never been done by Atlas Copco/Epiroc before. 

Unfortunately more delimitations had to be done since the optimization process of the system 
models took longer than initially planned. 

There no verifications that the mathematical models or simulations by any means are close to the 
real system but they do tend to react in a similar manner. To be able to get a good accurate model 
one needs to take a lot of things into account when measuring oscillations. To be able to 
calculate a FRF for the system we need an input force/input signal that disturbs the system. That 
could come from a lot of things e.g. the number of cutting wheels on the reamer, number of 
contact points on the pilot drill, hardness of the rock and many more that really could affect the 
oscillatory behavior. There is no certainty that the systems natural frequencies are a big part of 
the problem either but, when considering the FFT of the measurements one can only see one 
clear pattern. This pattern is that the frequency peak decreases steady from when 9 drill pipes are 
connected to when 19 are connected. This would most definitely not be the case if the 
oscillations were due to bending modes. If the FFT would be showing the bending modes, the 
natural frequencies should’ve been decreasing with a factor of 1/l2, where l is the length of the 
drill string. This doesn’t have to be the case either, the measurement could have been done in a 
wrong or bad manner. The models and simulations has been adopted to have a response as close 
as possible to the measurements since this was something that could/might reflect better on how 
the system reacts and therefore probably makes the dimensioning a bit more accurate but in order 
to get some certainty, this has to be tested and analyzed. 

There is as described in chapter 4.2 a big problem with high stresses in the messenger cables. 
The concept development started before the measurements had been analyzed and the stresses 
for the lower frequencies was therefore not taken into account early enough. They do seem to 
still work when analyzing the simulations of the concept. The damping in the messenger cables 
also needs to be analyzed. Usually the damping is empirically measured and tested and then put 
into analytical models. The damping is dependent on the material, contact forces, temperature, 
length, contact surface and more, of the messenger cables. The combination of high stresses and 
frictional damping might make the mass dampers much faster. There might be a better choice 
than steel for this application, but the delimitations for this project was to not include any 
specific choices of material and has therefore been left out.  

None of the calculations take rotational velocity of the pipes into account. There is therefore no 
expected responses of the system when it’s rotating. The mass dampers are designed to be able to 
work no matter of their position, I.e. the efficiency of the mass dampers is independent on their 
position. The measurements also show that most of the oscillations occur in the vertical 
direction. Different positioning of the damper hasn’t either been analyzed or modeled. A good 
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reason for that is because of the response the models had. When the model of the drill pipes were 
shorter, it responded a lot more different then that from the measurements. When modeling 18 – 
20 pipes it started to respond in a way that seemed closer to that of the measurements.  

Since the geometry of the Slotborer today has not been taken into account for this concept a very 
simple and robust way of mounting the damper onto the drill pipes was chosen. The damper can 
still probably fit without making any major adjustments of the derrick unit, the mounting can 
probably also be made for automatic mounting onto the drill pipes.  

The power needed for the motor and gearbox that’s used to adjust the messenger cables has only 
been calculated to see how powerful of a motor is needed. This is to see how much space it 
might need and to be able to make adjustments if needed. There are so many different batteries 
and motors and many of them needs a different setup depending on the types chosen. Therefore 
has this just been mentioned but modeled as a so called black box.  

It is not clear if the damper has any impact on the oscillatory behavior at this point, but it does 
seem to help if looking at the modeled response functions. This concept probably needs to be 
further analyzed to be able to verify the impact.  

5.2 Conclusions 
The rods/messenger cables of the mass dampers are most likely to have a problem with stresses 
and therefore a short life. Due to these stresses the mass dampers can’t be optimized to dampen 
frequencies lower than about 3,5 Hz. If the mathematical models are made in a seemingly 
accurate manner, the dampers would make the drill string significantly less sensitive to 
frequencies around the natural frequencies if placed on the middle of the drill string. If the 
stresses in the messenger cables are disregarded the concept over all seems very promising. 
There are no other problematic stresses found. The concept is quite simple and most delicate and 
useful parts would be quite easy to replace if needed. The concept fits around drill pipes with 
today’s design without adding much more weight when comparing with the weight of the drill 
pipes. The damping is optimized for when 19 drill pipes are connected. If the vibrations could be 
minimized the Slotborer might be able to avoid early damage on the drill string or other 
components as well as making it more comfortable for the operator. Considering all this it does 
follow the simple requirements made by the author except being robust, at a theoretical level. 
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Below are some recommendations for any future work of the concept. 

6.1 Recommendations 
• Make a risk assessment of this concept to make sure if it is reasonable to further develop 

this concept for this or any other application 
• Start by doing some tests to verify the mathematical models and the simulations and also 

do tests with different materials on the messenger cable to distinguish fatigue and 
damping 

• Analyze if the drill pipes needs to be modified in order to make them more robust and 
sturdy for this application 

• The main focus for any further development for this concept should be taken for the mass 
dampers 

6.2 Future work 
Some of the following bullet points are crucial for a detailed design of the conceptual mass 
damper and others are of great importance for a successful result.  

• Field- and laboratory tests needs to be made of the drill pipes to get a response function 
of the system in different environments and also to get to the main reason/reasons for the 
vibrations 

• Testing of the mass dampers with different materials of the messenger cable to mainly 
distinguish damping, fatigue and stresses 

• Tolerances and detailed design 
• Redesign the ring clamp and holders for the mass dampers to optimize their durability, 

weight and robustness 
• Redesign the concept in such a sway that it would fit and make automatically mounting 

possible in the derrick unit 
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT ORGANISATION 

This project is being performed by a student with two supervisors, one at KTH and one at Svea 
Teknik AB aswell as a contact person at Epiroc Sweden AB. Contact information can be seen in 
table 9 below. 

Table 9, contact info to the persons involved 

Name Project title E-mail 

Oliver Wigardt Student/Project leader wigardt@kth.se 

Ulf Sellgren University supervisor ulfs@md.kth.se 

Jacob Wollberg Company supervisor Jacob.wollberg@sveateknik.se  

Ulf Kämpe Contact person at Epiroc 
Sweden AB 

ulf.kampe@epiroc.com  

The student has the responsibility to continuously keep everyone updated with relevant info 
about the project. 
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